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The Problem: 
Recommending Educational Content

● In Yi’s talk - he discussed the challenges of building recommendation systems for education:

○ No perfect system

○ Need a lot of data - NLT did not have enough

○ Want to take user behavior into account

● In my talk: 

○ How do we go about solving some of those problems?

○ What does (real-life) data science problem solving look like?

○ How can we understand and draw meaningful insights from our data?

○ What is the path forward?



Traditional Recommendation Systems

● Use mathematical methods to determine correlation between users and 

content

● Are content-agnostic (they don’t care what they are recommending)

● Maximize whatever parameter you give them (usually user-rating)



SVD Algorithm

● Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a linear 

algebra technique

● Basically: it takes a matrix with users 

across the top and items along the sides, 

with each cell containing some kind of 

rating, and decomposes it into smaller 

matrices which represent the data based 

on latent (hidden) factors



But...
These methods don’t care who your users are or what you’re 

recommending to them



Pitfalls of traditional methods
● Methods like collaborative filtering do not take into account any 

metadata about what is being recommended

● Most recommendation systems were developed in the tech 

industry, with the goal of:
○ Maximizing use-time

○ Making users happy

○ Increasing ad conversions

● This leads to moral hazards, i.e. the YouTube algorithm 

recommending increasingly extreme content

● Data science should be about people and their needs - tools like 

Deep Learning obfuscate what the computer is doing

● For education, we want to recommend content that will 

actually help users learn: need to know what we are 

recommending and why.



AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION SEGMENT:
What would you try to improve on these 

systems?



So, we need more data



Landscape of Library Data

● EZProxy is the library’s proxy server
○ It gives users access to copyrighted content that Columbia has institutional rights to
○ When you see a “Columbia e-link” it comes from EZProxy

● Library Sierra holds the records for physical items



Perfect. 
Solved that problem, now we can 

start studying user behavior



Nope.
EZProxy Server Data



Also no.
Library Sierra Data



Lesson:
“Real” data sucks

Primary job of data scientists is making it work anyway









Let’s stare at links (this is what data 
scientists actually do)
What information do you see?

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0272431618770809

http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=1538-6619&title=YC+young+children

&date=2009&volume=64&issue=1&spage=32&atitle=When+Children+Have+Something+to+Say%2C+Writers

+Are+Born&aulast=Stonier&aufirst=Francis

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15235882.2011.568831

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/10.1108/ET-02-2014-0006

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0272431618770809
http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=1538-6619&title=YC+young+children&date=2009&volume=64&issue=1&spage=32&atitle=When+Children+Have+Something+to+Say%2C+Writers+Are+Born&aulast=Stonier&aufirst=Francis
http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=1538-6619&title=YC+young+children&date=2009&volume=64&issue=1&spage=32&atitle=When+Children+Have+Something+to+Say%2C+Writers+Are+Born&aulast=Stonier&aufirst=Francis
http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=1538-6619&title=YC+young+children&date=2009&volume=64&issue=1&spage=32&atitle=When+Children+Have+Something+to+Say%2C+Writers+Are+Born&aulast=Stonier&aufirst=Francis
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15235882.2011.568831
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/10.1108/ET-02-2014-0006


DOIs and OpenURL

● Turns out, other researchers have had the same problem

● Back in the day, no universal method for identifying or finding papers

● Identifying: DOIs - a unique number that identifies a particular article 

from some publication

● Finding: OpenURL - a standard format for requesting a paper from an 

academic database



Lesson:
Don’t reinvent the wheel



What we wanted all along: useful 
metadata

● CrossRef (an open 

database of academic 

metadata) stores all the 

information we need.

● Armed with a DOI or 

OpenURL parameters, we 

can get this:



Side note: same goes for Library Sierra

● Similarly, we don’t want to 

reinvent the wheel

● Use the information we have 

(title, author) to get the 

information we don’t have 

(category, ISBN, metadata)

● Google Books API



Side note: refining results



AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION SEGMENT:
What’s the best way to represent this 

data now that we have it?



Networks and Graphs

● Metadata is all the information which 

provides context for data
○ If our data is academic articles, the metadata 

situates that article in a context

● Academic data is inherently interconnected - 

how?

● Want to represent this data in some way 

which represents this inherent 

interconnectivity?

● Graphs are collections of nodes and edges



Everything users 
have ever looked 
at



Let’s make it a bit clearer...

...what do you see?



Potential Graph 
Insights
● Node centrality

● Blockmodels (condense the 

graph)

● Inter-node distance

● Edge prediction - could form 

basis for recommendations

● Social networks and 

co-authorship



My EZProxy analysis pipeline - AERA Paper



BiblioNet - 
Open-Source 
Software for 
replicating this 
analysis



Potential applications

● Live updating network of what library users 

are looking at right now

● Personal networks that users can explore to 

see works connected to what they’ve already 

seen

● Parameters like graph distance for 

Prediction.IO

● Cite-Finder: what papers should you be citing 

for your dissertation?

● Social network modeling (AMEYA)

● Comparing Library corpuses





Lessons Learned
1. Education research requires development of new methods for recommendation - traditional 

methods have pitfalls

2. Real-world data is messy and difficult to use

3. #2 is often the MAIN BARRIER to research (this EZProxy data has been going unused - diamond 

in the rough)

4. Don’t reinvent the wheel - rely on databases and techniques that already exist

5. Represent data according to its inherent structure

6. Try everything - fail often

a. Failed ideas: a webcrawler to download papers/circumvent JSTOR restrictions, using 

machine learning to parse pages or PDFs, using topic modeling



The Path Forward
1. Creating a research database 

including all available metadata

2. Using this as a basis for 

recommendations (Predictionio)

3. Doing social network analysis

4. Writing a journal paper on the 

method and open-sourcing the 

software



Curious?



What else I’ve been working on
Today is my last day at the lab...


